Company: Quizlet

Address: 526 2nd Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

Website: quizlet.com/mission

Position: Web and Mobile Software Engineers
Full-time, experienced -- Paid

Job Description:

Quizlet is looking for talented, experienced engineers, who want to build impactful products for millions of students and teachers around the world. Quizlet is a pioneer in education technology with tens of millions of active users and HUGE growth ahead. Each engineer at Quizlet gets the opportunity to punch above their weight — owning entire projects and striving for excellence and quality in design, architecture, performance and user experience.

We are looking for smart, creative people with demonstrated experience in either web, iOS, Android, infrastructure/DevOps, or design, who want a high responsibility role with exciting challenges and real impact on students and teachers everywhere. At Quizlet, every team member has the confidence and flexibility to take a stab at new problems across functions. So if you love technology and love helping people, we want to meet you!

Responsibilities:

Full stack web: We are scaling rapidly, which means we have big engineering challenges ahead — from designing innovative new learning tools and games, to building robust APIs, deploying front-end performance improvements, and architecting new search infrastructure, the odds are we have a challenge here you'll be excited about. You'll be joining a small team of engineers building and deploying new products to over 1 million users a day.

Mobile: You’ll drive the Quizlet experience on mobile devices, building out cutting-edge features accessible to millions of users around the world. Currently, we have the #3 and #4 top education apps for iPhone and Android respectively — as a mobile engineer, you will care passionately about product design and user experience, and the intuitive UI features you build will drive user engagement.

Infrastructure/DevOps: You'll be responsible for building and scaling high-availability server architecture for a world-class education brand. You will drive on projects like high-performance search, architecture scaling, automation, optimizing data storage, caching and server performance, among many other technical challenges on our externally hosted environment.
Design: As a designer at Quizlet, you will play a major role in crafting the future look and feel of a global brand. You will work alongside our extremely talented engineering team, coding on projects yourself or working with them to get stuff built and launched. You will be responsible for growing and maintaining a strong visual identity across mobile and web.

Skills Required:

Web:
- Proven experience building their own websites, web apps, or other independent or professional software projects
- A strong CS background and ability to pick up new languages and skills quickly
- A passion for writing clean code and a desire to constantly improve as an engineer

Mobile:
- Proven experience building high quality apps
- For iOS: A strong background in Objective-C and and understand iOS at a deep level
- For Android: A solid foundation in Java and with strong working knowledge of the web stack; deep understanding of performant, extensible network API design

Infrastructure/DevOps:
- Proven experience building resilient, scalable architecture and troubleshooting various back-end challenges under pressure
- Have significant experience with Linux or Unix, PHP, MySQL, bash, Puppet or similar back-end systems and frameworks
- Be able to comfortably navigate the full web stack for visibility into how the entire system is operating
- Always strive to improve reliability, performance, scalability and all other parts of an infrastructure

Design:
- A portfolio of great websites/apps that you’ve made, with examples of usable and beautiful interfaces
- Knowledge of CSS, JavaScript, and HTML
- Ability to mockup your ideas quickly in your chosen tool (Photoshop, Fireworks, Illustrator, Sketch, etc.)
- Excitement for working on a highly collaborative team
- Ability to build your designs and understand the engineering architecture behind a product strongly preferred

How to Apply:

Please send your resume to jobs@quizlet.com if you’re interested in joining our team. If you can, please also include links to live apps you’ve built or your work on GitHub.